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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO – Kalinga Prize Winner – 1974

Konrad Lorenz, NL
Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine-1973

It is a good morning exercise for a research scientist to discard a Pet
hypothesis every day before breakfast. It keeps him young.

…Konrad Lonenz

Great Zoologist and Ethologist

[Birth : 7 th  November 1903 in Vienna, Austria
Death : 27 th  February 1989, Vienna]

Truth in Science can be defined as the working hypothesis best suited to
open the way to the next better one.

…Konrad Lonenz
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Konrad Lorenz Biography
Ethology – Imprinting

Konrad Lorenz  (Konard Zacharisa Lorenz) was born on November 7, 1903 in Vienna, Austria. As a little
boy, he loved animals and had a collection that include fish, dogs, monkeys, insects, ducks, and
geese. His interest in animal behaviour was intense.When he was 10 years old, Lorenz became aware
of the existence of the Theory of Evolution through reading a book by Wilhelm Bölsche in which he was
fascinated by a picture of an Archaeopteryx. Evolution gave him insight-his father had explained that
the word “insect” was derived from the notches, the “incisions” between the  segments-if  reptiles could
become birds, annelid  worms   could  develop into insects.

As he grew towards adulthood he wanted to become a paleontologist, however he reluctantly followed
his father’s wishes, and studied  medicine at the University of Vienna and at Columbia University. He
later regarded this compliance to have been in his own best interests as one of his teachers of  anatomy,
Ferdinand Hochstetter, proved to be a brilliant comparative anatomist and embryologist and a dedicated
teacher of the comparative method. Lorenz quickly  realized  that comparative  anatomy  and embryology
offered a better access to the problems of evolution than paleontology did, and that the comparative
method  was as applicable to behaviour patterns as it was to anatomical structure. He maintained his
deep interest in animal behaviour during his medical studies , making detailed observations of a jackdaw
in a diary that was later published in a prestigious journal of ornithology.

He gained a degree in medicine in 1929 and was awarded a doctorate in zoology  from the University of
Munich in 1936. He had published his famous study of imprinting in young ducklings and goslings in
1935. In  these times Lorenz’s work attracted enough notice for the Kaiser – Wilhelmsgesellschaft,
(later renamed Max-Planck-Gesellschaft), to decide to found an institute  for the physiology of behaviour
for himself and another promising researcher named Erich von Holst. In the autumn of 1936 he was
introduced to Niko  Tinbergen at a symposium held at Leiden in the Netherlands. The two realized that
they had much in common in terms of their interest in animal behaviour. In 1939 he was appointed to
the Chair of Psychology in Köningsberg.

His career as an academic in Austrian and German universities was interrupted by the Second World
War. From1941 he served as a doctor in the German army, but became a prisoner of war in 1942.
Serving as a doctor under the Russian authorities in Armenia and elsewhere  he was not released for
repatriation to Austria until 1948.

Contd...
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Lorenz now found it impossible to get a really worthwhile academic post in Austria but after several
months received an offer of a lectureship from the University of Bristol through the intervention of English
contacts. He accepted this offer but his receipt of another offer from the Max Planck Institute that would
allow him to continue to be associated with a  group of friends with whom he was already involved in a
smaller scale scientific project caused him to instead relocate, with several of these friends, to Buldern
in Westfalia.

From 1961 to 1973 he was the director of the Max Planck Institute for Behaviour Physiology, in Seewiesen,
Germany. In 1973 Lorenz, together with Karl von Frisch and Niko Tinbergen, was awarded the Nobel
Prize for Physiology or Medicine for their discoveries concerning animal behavioural patterns.

Konard Lorenz is considered to be one of the principal founders of ethology, a branch of science that
attempts to gain a deeper insight of behavioral patterns in animals. With Oscar Heinroth (the author of
“Die Vögel Mitteleuropas”), he is held to have discovered imprinting, an especially rapid and relatively
irreversible learning process that occurs early in the individual’s life where auditory and visual stimuli
from an animal’s parents are needed to induce the young to follow their parents. A central concept
complementary to imprinting is the innate release mechanism, whereby organisms are genetically
predisposed to be especially responsive to certain stimuli such that imprinting will become fixed on the
parents.

Some of his views are expressed in the popular book On Aggression (tr. 1966). Here he asserts that
human aggressive  impulses are to a degree innate, and draws analogies between human and animal
territorial behavour. These assertions have engendered considerable controversy.

He also wrote King Solomons Ring which has received a wide and interested readership.

Dr Lorenz died on February, 27, 1989.

q
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Konrad Lorenz –Autobiography

I consider early childhood events as most essential
to a man’s scientific and philosophical development.
I grew up in the large house and the larger garden of
my parents in Altenberg. They were supremely
tolerant of my inordinate love for animals. My nurse,
Resi Führinger, was the daughter of an old patrician
peasant family. She possessed a “green thumb” for
rearing animals. When my father brought me, from
a walk in the Vienna Woods, a spotted salamander,
with the injunction to liberate it after 5 days, my
luck was in: the salamander gave birth to 44 larvae
of which we, that is to say Resi, reared 12 to
metamorphosis. This success alone might have
sufficed to determine my further career; however,
another important factor came in : Selma Lagerlöf’s
Nils Holgersson was read to me – I could not yet
read at that time. From then on, I yearned to become
a wild goose and, on realizing that this was
impossible, I desperately wanted to have one and,
when this also proved impossible, I settled for having
domestic ducks. In the process of getting some, I
discovered imprinting and was imprinted myself.
From a neighbour, I got a one day old duckling and
found, to my intense joy, that it transferred its
following response to my person. At the same time
my interest became irreversibly fixated on water fowl,
and I became an expert on their behaviour even as a
child.

When I was about ten, I  discovered evolution by
reading a book by Wilhelm Bölsche and seeing a
picture of Archaeopteryx. Even before that I had
struggled with the problem whether or not an
earthworm was in insect. My father had explained
that the word “insect” was derived from the notches,
the “incisions” between the segments. The notches
between the worm’s metameres clearly were of the
same nature. Was it, therefore, an insect? Evolution
gave me the answer: If reptiles, via the
Archaeopteryx, could become birds, annelid worms,
so I deduced, could develop into insects. I then
decided to become a paleontologist.

At school, I met one important teacher, Philip
Heberdey, and one important friend, Bernhard
Hellmann. Heberdey, a  Benedictine monk, freely
taught us Darwin’s theory of evolution and natural
selection. Freedom of thought was, and to a certain
extent still is, characteristic of Austria. Bernhard
and I were first drawn together by both being
aquarists. Fishing for Daphnia and other “live food”
for our fishes, we discovered the richness of all that
lives in a Pond. We both were attracted by
Crustacea, particularly by Cladocera. We
concentrated on this group during the ontogenetic
phase of collecting through which apparently every
true zoologist must pass, repeating the history of
his science. Later, studying the larval development
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of the brine shrimp, we discovered the resemblance
between the Euphyllopod larva and adult Cladocera,
both in respect to movement and to structure. We
concluded that this group was derived from
Euphyllopod ancestors by becoming neotenic. At
the time, this was not yet generally accepted by
science. The most important; discovery was made
by Bernhard Hellmann while breeding the aggressive
Cichild Geophagus: a male that had been isolated
for some time, would kill any conspecific at sight,
irrespective of sex. However, after Bernhard had
presented the fish  with a mirror  causing it to  fight
its image to exhaustion, the fish would, immediately
afterwards, be ready  to court a female. In other
words, Berhard  discovered, at 17 that “action
specific potentiality” can be “dammed up” as well
as exhausted.

On finishing high school, I was still obsessed with
evolution and wanted to study zoology and
paleontology. However, I obeyed my father who
wanted me to study medicine. It proved to be my
good luck to do so. The teacher of anatomy,
Ferdinand Hochstetter, was a brilliant comparative
anatomist and embryologist. He also was a
dedicated teacher of the comparative anatomy and
embryology offered a better access to the problems
of evolution  than paleontology did, but also that the
comparative method was as applicable to behaviour
patterns as it was to anatomical structure. Even
before I got my medical doctor’s degree, I became
first instructor and later assistant at Hochstetter’s
department. Also, I had begun to study zoology at
the zoological institute of Prof. Jan Versluys. At the
same time I participated in the psychological
seminars of Prof. Karl Bühler who took a lively
interest in my attempt to apply comparative methods
to the study of behaviour. He drew my attention to
the fact that my findings contradicted, with equal
violence, the opinions held by the vitalistic or
“instinctivistic” school of MacDougall and those of
the mechanistic or behavioristic school of Watson.
Bühler made me read the most imporlant books of
both schools, thereby inflicting upon me a shattering
disillusionment: none of these people knew animals,
none of them was an expert. I felt crushed by the
amount of work still undone and obviously

devolving on a new branch of science which, I felt,
was my responsibility.

Karl Bühler and his assistant Egon Brunswick made
me realize that theory of knowledge was
indispensable to the observer of living creatures, if
he were to fulfill his task of scientific objectivation.
My interest in the psychology of perception, which
is so closely linked to epistemology, stems from
the influence of these two men.

Working as an assistant at the anatomical institute,
I continued keeping birds and animals in Altenberg.
Among them the jackdaws soon became most
important. At the very moment when I got my first
jackdaw, Bernhard Hellmannn gave me Oskar
Heinroth’s book “Die Vögel Mitteleuropas”. I realized
in a flash that this man knew everything about animal
behavour that both, MacDougall and Watson, ignored
and that I had believed to be the only one to know.
Here, at last, was a scientist who also was an expert!
It is hard to assess the influence which Heinroth
exerted on the development of my ideas. His
classical comparative paper on Anatidae
encouraged me to regard the comparative study of
behaviour as my chief task in life. Hochstetter
generously considered my ethological work as being
comparative anatomy of sorts and permitted me to
work on it while on duty in his department. Otherwise
the papers I produced between 1927 and 1936 would
never have been published.

During that period I came to know Wallace Craig.
The American Ornitologist Margaret Morse Nice
knew about his work and mine and energetically
put us into contact. I owe her undying gratitude.
Next to Hochstetter and Heinroth, Wallace Craig
became my most influential teacher. He criticized
my firmly held opinion that instinctive activities were
based on chain reflexes. I myself had demonstrated
that long absence of releasing stimuli tends to lower
their threshold, even to the point of the activity’s
eruption in vacuo. Craig pointed out that in the same
situation the organism began actively to seek for
the releasing stimulus situation. It is obviously
nonsense, wrote Craig, to speak of a re-action to a
stimulus not yet received. The reason why in spite
of the obvious spontaneity of instinctive behaviour, I
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still clung to the reflex theory, lay in my belief, that
any deviation from Sherringtonian reflexology meant
a concession to vitalism.So, in the lecture I gave in
February 1936 in the Harnackhaus in Berlin, I still
defended the reflex theory of instinct. It was the last
time I did so.

During that lecture, my wife was sitting behind a
young man who obviously agreed with what I said
about spontaneity, murmuring all the time: “It all fits
in, it all fits in.” When, at the end of my lecture, I
said that I regarded instinctive motor patterns as
chain reflexes after all, he hid his face in his hands
and moaned: “Idiot, idiot”. That man was Erich von
Holst. After the lecture, in the commons of the
Harnackhaus, it took him but a few minutes to
convince me of the untenability of the reflex theory.
The lowering thresholds, the eruption of vacuum
activities, the independence of motor patterns of
external stimulation, in short all the phenomena I
was struggling with, not only could be explained,
but actually were to be postulated on the assumption
that they were based not on chains of reflexes but
on the processes of endogenous generation of
stimuli and of central coordination, which had been
discovered and demonstrated by Erich von Holst. I
regard as the most important break-through of all
our attempts to understand animal and human
behaviour the recognition of the following fact: the
elemental neural organization underlying behavour
does not consist of receptor, an afferent neuron
stimulating a motor cell and of an afferent neuron
stimulating a motor cell and of an effector  activated
by the latter. Holst’s hypothesis which we
confidently can make our own, says that the basic
central nervous organization consists of a cell
permanently producing endogenous stimulation, but
prevented from activating its effector by another cell
which, also producing endogenous stimulation,
exerts an inhibiting effect. It is this inhibiting  cell
which is influenced by the receptor and ceases its
inhibitory activity at the biologically “right” moment.
This  hypothesis  appeared so promising that the
Kaiser-Wilhelmsgesellschaft, now renamed Max-

Planck-Gesellschaft, decided to found an institute
for the physiology of behaviour for Erich von Holst
and Myself. I am convinced that if he were still alive, he
would be here in Stockholm now. At the time, the
war interrupted our plans.

When, in autumn 1936, Prof. Van der Klaauw
convoked a symposium called “Instinctus” in Leiden
in Holland, I read a paper on instinct built up on the
theories of Erich von Holst. At this symposium I
met Niko Tinbergen and this was certainly the event
which, in the course of that meeting, brought the
most important consequences to myself. Our views
coincided to an amazing degree but I quickly realized
that he was my superior  in regard to analytical
thought as well as to the faculty of devising simple
and telling experiments. We discussed the
relationship between spatially orienting responses
(taxes in the sense of Alfred Kühn) and releasing
mechanism on one hand, and the spontaneous
endogenous  motor patterns on the other. In these
discussions some conceptualizations took form
which  later proved fruitful to ethological research.
None of us knows who said what first, but it is highly
probable that the conceptual separation of taxes,
innate releasing  mechanisms  and fixed motor
patterns was Tinbergen’s contribution. He certainly
was the driving force in a series  of experiments
which we conducted on the egg-rolling response of
the Greylag goose when he stayed with us in
Altenberg for several months in the summer of 1937.

The same individual geese on which we conducted
these experiments, first aroused my interest in the
process of domestication. They were F

1
 hybrids of

wild Greylags and domestic geese and they showed
surprising deviation from the normal social and
sexual behaviour of the wild birds. I realized that an
overpowering increase in the drives of feeding as
well as of copulation and a waning of more
differentiated social instincts is characteristic of very
many domestic animals. I was frightened-as I still
am-by the thought that analogous genetical
processes of deterioration may be at work with
civilized humanity. Moved by this fear, I did a very
ill-advised thing soon after the Germans had invaded
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Austria: I wrote about the dangers of domestication
and, in order to be understood, I couched my writing
in the worst of nazi-terminology. I do not want to
extenuate this action. I did, indeed, believe that
some good might come of the new rulers. The
precedent narrow-minded catholic regime in Austria
induced better and more intelligent men that I was
to cherish this naive hope. Practically all my friends
and teachers did so, including my own father who
certainly was a kindly and humane man. None of
us as much as suspected that the word “selection”,
when used by these rulers, meant murder. I regret
those writings not so much for the undeniable
discredit they reflect on my person as for their effect
of hampering the future recognition of the dangers
of domestication.

In 1939 I was appointed to the Chair of Psychology
in Köningsberg an this appointment came about
through the unlikely coincidence that Erich von Holst
happened to play the viola in a quartette which met
in Göttingen and in which Eduard Baumgarten
played the first violin. Baumgarten had been
professor of philosophy in Madison, Wisconsin.
Being a pupil of John Dewey and hence a
representative of the pragmatist school of
philosophy, Baumgarten had some doubts about
accepting the chair of philosophy in Köningsberg-
Immanuel Kant’s chair-which had just been  offered
to him. As he knew that  the chair of psychology
was also vacant in Koningsberg, he casually asked
Erich von Holst whether he knew a biologically
oriented psychologist who was, at the same time,
interested in theory of knowledge. Holst knew that I
represented exactly this rather rare combination of
interests and proposed me to Baumgarten who,
together with the biologist Otto Koehler and the
botanist Kurt Mothes-now president of the Academia
Leopoldina in Halle-persuaded the philosophical
faculty in Köningsberg of putting me, a zoologist, in
the psychological chair. I doubt whether perhaps
the faculty later regretted this choice, I myself, at
any rate, gained enormously by the discussions at
the meetings of the Kant-Gesellschaft which
regularly extended late into the night. My most
brillant and instructive opponents in my battle
against idealism were the physiologist  H.H.Weber,

now of the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, and Otto
Koehler’s late first wife Annemarie. It is to them that
I really owe my understanding of                    Kantian
philosophy-as far as it goes. The outcome of these
discussions was my paper on Kant’s theory of the
á priori in the view of Darwinian biology. Max Planck
himself wrote a letter to me  in which  he stated that
he thoroughly shared my views on the  relationship
between the phenomenonal and the real world.
Reading that letter gave me the same sort of feeling
as hearing that the Nobel Prize had been awarded
to me. Years later that paper appeared in the
Systems Year Book translated into English by my
friend Donald Campbell.

In autumn 1941 I was recruited into the German
army as a medical man. I was lucky to find an
appointment in the department of neurology and
psychiatry of the hospital in Posen. Though I had
never practised medicine, I knew enough about the
anatomy of the nervous system and about
psychiatry to fill my post. Again I was lucky in
meeting with a good teacher,  Dr. Herbert Weigel,
one of he few psychiatrists of the time who took
psychoanalysis seriously. I had the opportunity o
get some first-hand knowledge about neurosis,
particularly hysteria, and about psychosis,
particularly schizophrenia.

In spring 1942 I was sent to the front near Witebsk
an two months later taken prisoner by the Russians.
At first I worked in a hospital in Chalturin where I
was put in charge of a department with 600 beds,
occupied almost exclusively by cases of so called
field polyneuritis, a form of general inflammation of
nervous tissues caused by the combined effects of
stress, overexertion, cold and lack of vitamins.
Surprisingly, the Russian physicians did not know
this syndrome and believed in the effects of diphteria
– an illness which also causes a failing of all reflexes.
When this hospital was broken up I became a camp
doctor, first in Oritschi and later in a number of
successive camps in Armenia. I became tolerably
fluent in Russian and got quite friendly with some
Russians, mostly doctors. I had the occasion to
observe the striking parallels between the
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psychological effects of nazi and of Marxist
education. It was then that I began to realize the
nature of indoctrination as such.

As  a doctor in small camps in Armenia I had some
time on my hand and I started to write a book on
epistemology, since that was the only subject for
which I needed no library. The manuscript was
mainly written with potassium permanganate
solution on cement sacking cut to pieces and ironed
out. The soviet authorities encouraged my writing,
but  just when it was about finished, transferred me
to a camp in Krasnogorsk near Moscow, with the
injunction to type the manuscript and send a copy
to the censor. They promised I should be permitted
to take a copy home on being repatriated. The
prospective date for repatriation of Austrians was
approaching and I had cause to fear that I should be
kept back because of my book . One day, however,
the commander of the camp had me called to his
office, asked me, on my word of honor, whether my
manuscript really contained nothing but unpolitical
science. When I assured him that this was indeed
the case, he shook hands with me and forthwith
wrote out a “propusk”, an order, which said that I
was allowed to take my manuscript and my tame
starling home with me. By word of mouth he told
the convoy officer to tell the next to tell the next and
so on, that I should not be searched. So I arrived in
Altenberg with manuscript and bird intact. I do not
think that I ever experienced a comparable example
of a man trusting another man’s word. With  a few
additions and changes the book written in Russia
was published under the title “Die Rückseite des
Spiegels”. This title had been suggested by a fellow
prisoner of war in Erivan,  by name of Zimmer.

On coming home to Austria in February  1948, I
was out of a job and there was no promise of a
chair becoming vacant. However, friends rallied from
all sides. Otto Storch, professor of zoology, did his
utmost and had done so for my wife even before I
came back. Otto König and his “Biologische Station
Wilhelminenberg”, received me like a long lost
brother and Wilhelm Marinelli, the second zoologist,
gave me the opportunity to lecture at his “Institute
für Wissenschaft und Kunst”. The Austrian Academy

of Sciences financed a small research station in
Altenberg with the money donated for that purpose
by the English poet and writer J.B. Priestley. We
had money to support  our animals, no salaries but
plenty of enthusiasm and enough to eat, as my
wife had given up her medical practice and was
running her farm near Tulln. Some remarkeable
young people were ready to join forces with us under
these circumstances. The first was Wolfgang
Schleidt, now professor at Garden University1 near
Washington. He built his first amplifier for supersonic
utterances of rodents from radio-receivers found on
refuse dumps and his first terrarium out of an old
bedstead of the same provenance. I remember his
carting it home on a wheel-barrow. Next came Ilse
and Heinz Prechti, now professor in Groningen, then
lrenäus and Eleonore Eibl-Eibesfeldt, both lady
doctors of zoology and good scientists in their own
right.

Very soon the international contact of ethologists
began to get re-established. In autumn 1948 we
had the visit of Professor W.H. Thorpe of Cambridge
who had demonstrated true imprinting in parasitic
wasps and was interested in our work. He predicted,
as Tinbergen did at that time, that I should find it
impossible to get an appointment in Austria. He
asked me in confidence whether I would consider
taking on a lectureship in England. I said that I
preferred, for the present, to stick in Austria. I
changed my mind soon afterwards: Kari von Frisch
who left his chair in Graz, Austria, to go back to
Munich, proposed me for his successor and the
faculty of Graz unanimously concurred. When the
Austrian Ministry of Education which was strictly
Catholic again at this time, flatly refused Frisch’s
and the faculty’s proposal, I wrote two letters to
Tinbergen and to Thorpe, that I was now ready  to
leave home. Within an amazingly short time the
University of Bristol asked me whether I would
consider a lectureship there, with the additional task
of doing ethological research on the waterfowl
collection of the Severn Wildfowl Trust at Slimbridge.
So my friend Peter Scott also must have had a hand
in this. I replied in the affirmative, but, before anything
was settled, the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft intervened
offering me a research station adjunt to Erich von
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Holst’s department. It was a hard decision to take;
finally I was swayed by the consideration that, with
Max Planck, I could take Schleidt, Prechtl and Eibl
with me. Soon afterwards, my research station in
Buldern in Westfalia  officially joined to Erich von
Holst’s department in a newly-founded “Max-Planck-
Institute für Verhaltensphysiologie”. Erich von Holst
convoked the international meeting of ethologists
in 1949. With the second of these symposia, Erich
von Holst and I celebrated the  comingtrue of our
dream in Buldem in autumn 1950.

Returning to my research work, I at first confined
myself to pure observation of waterfowl and of fish
in order to get in touch again with real nature from
which I had been separated so long. Gradually, I
began to concentrate on the problems of aggressivity,
of its survival function and on the mechanisms
counteracting its dangerous effects. Fighting
behaviour in fish  and bonding behaviour in wild geese
soon became the main objects of my research.
Looking again at these things with a fresh eye, I
realized how much more detailed a knowledge was
necessary, just as my great co-laureate Karl von
Frisch found new and interesting phenomena in his
bees after knowing them for several decades, so, I
felt, the observation of my animals should reveal
new and interesting facts. I found good coworkers
and we all are still busy with the same never-ending
quest.

A major advance in ethological theory was triggered
in 1953 by a violent critique by Daniel D. Lehrmann
who impugned the validity of the ethological concept
of the innate. As Tinbergen described it, the
community of ethologists was humming like a
disturbed bee-hive. At a discussion arranged by
Professor Grassé in Paris, I said that Lehrmann, in
trying to avoid the assumption of innate knowledge,
was inadvertently postulating the existence of an
“innate school-marm”. This was meant at a reduction
to the absurd and shows my own error: it took me
years to realize that this error was identical with
that committed by Lehrmann and consisted in
conceiving of the “innate” and of the “learned” as of

disjunctive contradictory concepts. I came to realize
that, of course, the problem why learning produces
adaptive behaviour, rests exclusively with the “innate
school-marm”, in other words with the
phylogenetically programmed teaching mechanism.
Lehrmann came to realize the same and on this
realization we became friends. In 1961 I published
a paper “Phylogenetische Anpassung und adaptive
Modifikation des Verhaltens”, which I later expanded
into a book called “Evolution and Modification of
Behaviour” (Harvard University Press, 1961).

Until late in my life I was not interested in human
behaviour and less in human culture . It was probably
my medical background that aroused my awareness
of the dangers threatening civilized humanity. It is
sound strategy for the scientist not to talk about
anything which one does not know with certainty.
The medical man, however, is under the obligation
to give warning whenever he sees a danger even if
he only suspects its existence. Surprisingly late, I
got involved with the danger of man’s destruction of
his natural environment and of the devastating vicious
circle of commercial competition and economical
growth. Regarding culture as a living system and
considering its disturbances in the light of illnesses
led me to the opinion that the main threat to
humanity’s further existence lies in that which may
well be called mass neurosis. One might also say
that the main problems with which humanity is faced,
are moral and ethical problems.

Todate I have just retired from my directorship at
the Max-Planck-Institut für Verhaltensphysiologie in
Seewiesen, Germany and am at work building up a
department of animal sociology pertaining to the
Institute für Vergleichende Verhaltensforschung of
the Austrian Academy of Science.

1. According of Professor Wolfgang Schleidt, on
July 22 1998, there is no Garden University. He
was professor at the University of Maryland,
College Park Campus from 1965 to 1985.

From Les Prix Nobel 1973.

Konar Lorenz died on February 27, 1989.

q
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Konrad Lorenz

Konrad Zacharias Lorenz  (7 November 1903 in
Vienna-27 February 1989 in Vienna) was one of the
most important representatives of the classical
comparative behavior research in such a way
specified. It called this Forschungsgebiet until 1949
animal psychology and in the German-speaking
countries as its founder father is regarded. The mirror
called it once Einstein of the animal soul. “1973
were awarded to it together with Karl von Frisch and
Nikolaas Tinbergen of the Nobelpreis for physiology
or medicine for its discoveries concerning the
structure and the release by individual and social
behavior patterns.

Together with Rupert Riedl and Gerhard Vollmer is
considered to the Lorenz as a general agent of the
evolutionary theory of knowledge, for which its
magazine contribution became indicative Kant’s
theory of Apriori biology present in the light  from
the year 1941. In its book the back of the mirror
rounded Konard Lorenz its conceptions concerning
the interaction of genetic and civilization influences
on the realization ability of humans, understood
about  him as Hauptwerk, off. At the high age he
expressed himself besides as civilization-ecological
society critics and became in Austria a guidance
figure of the Green movement.

Youth time and academic training

Konard Lorenz was second, very late born son of
the outstanding orthopedist Adolf Lorenz. Adolf
Lorenz was nearly fifty, when its son came to the
world; its nut/mother Emma (born Lecher) was
already 42. His older brother Albert (like its father a
successful orthopedist became) was at this time
eighteen years old. Beginning 20. Century was its
father a world-well-known physician, who not only
in Vienna, but regularly also in New York over many
decades practiced and among other things in the
white house by Theodore Roosevelt became to
receive.

Starting from 1909 Konard Lorenz visited the
elementary school and starting form 1915 Viennese
the Scot High School, where it put 1921 down the
Matura with honor.

1922 began Konard Lorenz when desired its father
a medicine study to the Premedical School of the
Columbia University in New York. There it returned
however already 1923 to Vienna and continued until
1928 its medicine study at the University. 1927
married Lorenz the medicine student Margarethe
Gebhardt, with which he was friendly since its third
Lebensjahr and whose later income than lady doctor
gave it to 1951 the financial support for its studies.

1928 followed, also in Vienna, the graduation to the
doctor of the medicine (Dr.med.univ). In the same
year and – after an interruption-from 1931 to 1935
he was busy as an assistant with Professor
Ferdinand Hochstetter at IITH anatomical Institut of
the University of Vienna, which was magnet for
German national and völkisch gesinnte students.
1931 met Konard Lorenz in Berlin for the first time
personally the  Ornithologen Oskar Heinroth and
Erwin Stresemann-a crucial event for its entire
following scientific career. 1933 followed in Vienna
a second graduation, this time to the Dr. phil. in the
subject Zoologie.

1936 were habilitiert the Lorenz, so that starting from
1937 the training power for Zoologie with special
consideration of comparative anatomy and animal
psychology could be given to it at the University of
Vienna; it was this the first academic training power
of their kind in Austria.

Career in the national socialism
On 31 August 1940 Konard Lorenz was appointed
the professor at the chair for psychology of the
philosophical faculty of the University of king
mountain and became there at the same time
director/conductor of the institute for comparative
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psychology. Here Eduard tree garden and Otto
charcoal burner, in addition, the sociologist Arnold
Gehlen played a substantial role. This had demanded
1936, Immanuel Kant, to make Hegel and Fichte
the basis of the race understanding in the national
socialism. 1938 took over Gehlen the renowned Kant
chair at the University of king mountain, on which
Konard Lorenz followed it, after Gehlen was changed
to the University of Vienna. From this time (1941)
also an article originates from Konrad  Lorenz over
Kant’s theory of Apriori biology present in the light,
whose trains of thought it developed into the 1960er-
Jahren to the evolutionary theory of knowledge.

Each appointment of university teachers was around
1940 a Politikum, but with the Lorenz paired
themselves technical authority and political
qualification after straight optimally, since Lorenz
had furnished sufficient large payment in advance
in relation to the LV regime and also in biologist
circles was recognized. Already on 28 June 1938
Lorenz had placed a request for admission into the
NSDAP, in which he noted handwritten:

I was naturally always as German-thinking and
scientists national socialist and for world-
descriptive reasons embittered enemy of the black
regime (never donated or flown a flag) and had
because of these also out mine work coming out
attitude difficulties with the acquisition of the
Dozentur. I unfolded among scientists and above
all students a really successful advertising, for a
long time before paging it me succeeded to prove
to socialist students the biological impossibility
Marxism and bekehren her to the national
socialism. On my many congress and lecture
journeys I always and everywhere getrachtet with
all power to advance toward the lies of the Jewish-
international press over the alleged popularity
Schuschniggs and over the alleged rape of Austria
by the national socialism with compelling proofs.
The same I did to all foreign work guests on my
research center in old person mountain opposite. Finally

I may probably say that my whole scientific life work,
into masterhistorical, stands rassenkundliche and
socialpsychological questions in the  foreground
to stand, in the service of National Socialist
thinking! (quotes after : Taschwer/Föger 2003,
P.84-85)

From Lorenz’ appointment documents it follows that
he was coworker of the race-political office with
speech permission. 1939/40 it besides several
essays  had written, whose ideological proximity
was in such a manner remarkable to racistic ideas
of the LV regime that they were felt already  at that
time of its professional colleagues as conscious
siding and as self endangerment as scientists. Thus
Lorenz in the magazine particularly consulted by
teachers deplored the biologist:

Whether we divide the fate of the dinosaurs, or
whether we soar ourselves to a undreamt – of,
our current brain organization perhaps not at all
detectable high development, is excluding a
question of the biological striking power and the
life will of our people. In the special one at present
the large decision depends on the question,
whether we determined, by the lack of a natural
selection developing signs of decay at people and
mankind in time to probably fight learns or not.
Straight ones in this running over its or Nichtsein
are we Germans all other culture peoples ahead
around thousand steps. “(quotes after: Bäumer
1990, P.201)

A further publication of 1940 can be read still more
clearly than scientific  Unterfütterung of the racistic
laws of the German Nazi government. In this Lorenz
discusses among other things the necessity for one
eliminating ethicalally inferior and forecasts:

This selection malfunctions, fails eliminating the
elements afflicted with losses, then these penetrate
the people body in biologically completely similar
way and from just as similar causes as the cells
of a malicious tumefaction(…) should it mutation-
favouring factors give, then the most important task
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of the race male nurse would be appropriate at all
for(…) in their recognizing and switching off. It
should turn out against the fact that under the
conditions of the Domestickation no amassment
of mutations takes place, but only the omission
of the natural selection the enlargement of the
number of existing Mutanten and the imbalance
of the trunks are to blame for, then the race care
would have nevertheless to be on a still sharper
eliminating ethicalally inferior mindful, than it is
today already it. “(P.91 quotes after Taschwer/
Föger-2003)

This word choice seized the Lorenz 1973:

“The perishable growth of malicious tumors been
based, like already suggested, whereupon that
certain preventive measures are made ineffective
to fail or by the tumor cells, by means of whose
the body otherwise from the occurrence, more
asozialer cells protects itself. Only if these are
treated and nourished by the surrounding fabric
as its-same, it can come to the deadly
infiltrativen growth of the tumefaction. The
analogy already discussed can be resumed
here. Humans, who remain by being missing
maturing social behavior standards in a infantilen
condition, become necessarily the parasite of
the society. It expects as naturally the welfare
service of the adults further to enjoy, who are
entitled only to the child. (…) If the progressive
Infantil isierung and increasing juvenile
delinguency of the civilization human being, as
I fear, on genetic signs of decay are actually
based, then we are in heaviest danger. (Konard
Lorenz, the eight death sins of civilized mankind.
Munich 1973, P.64)

The US-American Wissenschaftshistorikerin
Theodora Kalikow called 1980 Lorenz’ ideological
proximity to the LV regime conscious
Opportunismus and described their technical
biologisierende basis in such a way:

1. He saw changes in the instinktiven behavior
patterns of domestizierten animals as
symptoms of the purge.

2. It accepted a Homologie between
domestizierten animals and civilized
humans, i.e. it assumed there had to
civilization is in a process, of the purge and
fall.

3. Finally connected it the opinions mentioned
with the racial policy and other courses of
the Nazi Program. (Kalikow 1980, P. 189)

Lorenz was coined/shaped of deep culture
pessimism and deplored repeats the
“Verhausschweinung of humans” as consequence
of omission the societies civilized of natural selection
mechanisms in. The conclusion derived from it from
it, ill hereditary material must be selected for  the
preservation of an life-efficient civilization, formed up
to its death the core of its biologically determined
society understanding-to it that its 1943 published,
extensive reason of this opinion still into the 1960er
years on the single volume back of its
popularscientific dtv books as “Hauptwerk” was
recognizably among other things designated. Its
membership in the NSDAP denied he with the naive
reference, it never a membership card possessed
and granted if necessary, in his essays of the 1940er-
Jahre in us today with good reason hated
themselves language of the Nazi regime to have
expressed. In a  discussion with the Viennese
evening paper it stressed 1973 however at the same
time the continuity of its fundamental convictions: It
went showing me around the fact that the increasing
Domestikation of humans threatens his humanity.
This problem, which employs me also today still
intensivst, forced itself upon me at that time for the
first time. “(after Taschwer/Föger 2003, P.234) the
increasing juvenile delinquency observed by him
interpreted it in its book the eight death sins of
civilized mankind as indication of a genetic purge
(see quotation above). 1988 showed the Lorenz an
obviously evolution-biologically motivated sympathy
for AIDS”:

“It is shown that ethical humans do not have so
many children and the gangsters to reproduce
itself for an unlimited period and carelessly
further. And … against population of over
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mankind undertook nothing reasonable. One
could receive therefore a certain sympathy for
AIDS. (Konrad Lorenz in a discussion on the
occasion of its 85. Birthday, in: “Nature”, No. 11,
Munich 1988)

Also the US-American Wissenschaftshistorikerin
Theodora Kalikow came to the conclusion that the
fundamental ideological elements were transferred
by the  Lorenz unbroken into the post-war period:
Thus that Ethologen, Soziobiologen and popular-
scientific authors, accepted which made themselves
the Lorenz biologistic opinion of the society, also-
consciously or unconsciously-their totalitaristischen
implications that the successful society must be
manipulated genetically and politically. (Kalikow
1980, P.210)

Career after 1945 :

1941 were already drawn in Konard Lorenz as a
soldier to the armed forces (until 1944). To short
basic training he came 1942 as an army
psychiastrist into a military hospital into floats. There
it to today not completely clarified tasks were
transferred; he never expressed himself over this
time. Occupied only its cooperation at a
rassenkundlichen study is on Posener
GermanPolish half-breeds and Poland, when their
realization was determined of the main authors
among other things one vital Triebhaftigkeit that
Poland contrary to typically German characteristics
like thoroughness.

1944 came to the Lorenz into Soviet war shank, from
which he became to dismiss only 1948 to Austria.
In old person mountain with Vienna it created 1949
Institut for comparative behavior research, who
belonged to the Austrian Academy of Sciences.
Likewise it published 1949 its to today popular book
it talked with the cattle, the birds and the fish – for
financing of its living costs and his research.
Because of its past in the national socialism in
Austria however a recent Professur remained for it
malfunctioned.

Instead 1950 furnished the German Max-Planck
company in Buldern/Westphalia particularly for
Konrad Lorenz one to research center for
comparative behavior research to counter as branch
office of the institute for Max-Planck for sea biology
Wilhelmshaven, among other things in order
Abwerbeversuche from England. 1953 followed the
appointment as the fee professor at the University
of Münster/Westphalia.

1955 began the Max-Planck company the building
of the institute for Max-Planck for behavior
physiology at the Esssee in Upper Bavaria; this
location kept sea-meadows later to the names. There
Lorenz became a deputy director under Erich of gets
and after its early death starting from 1961 and until
1973 director. 1957 followed the appointment as the
fee professor for Zoologie at the University of Munich.

In the year 1963 its best-seller appeared the so-
called bad. For the natural history of the aggression,
ten years later (1973) two further best-sellers of it
came out: The eight death sins of civilized mankind
and the philosophical Hauptwerk, the back of the
mirror. Attempt of a natural history of human
recognizing. 1973 were lent to it together with Karl
von Frisch and Nikolass Tinbergen of the Nobelpreis
for physiology or medicine for discoveries for
organization and release by individual and social
behavior patterns.

It admittingness increased 1978, as Konard Lorenz
directly before its 75. Birthday to the Galionsfigur of
the successful Austrian referendum against the start-
up of the nuclear power station zwentendorf became.
1988 appeared then its last large work: Am here I-
where are you?, an exact ethologische description
of grey geese as synopsis of approximately 60 years
of intensive behavior observation.

Lorenz’ innovative beginning in the
behaviour research:

Konard Lorenz is considered today as one the joint
founder of the biology of the behavior and as its most
important Vorkriegstheoretiker. As trailblazing for the
behavior-biological research in the German-speaking
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countries Lorenz’ proved 1935 in the journal for
Ornithologie more published, epoch-making essay
“the Kumpan in the environment of the bird”. Lorenz
bundled the animal observaqtions of various
researchers in an handy, physiological theory of the
instinct movements into the 1930er-Jahren and
cleared so starting from 1937 above all the way for
comparing behaviors also between different kinds;
1937 researched the Lorenz for the first time and
several months together with Nikolaas Tinbergen (at
grey geese) in old person mountain with Vienna.

The term “comparative behavior research” points out
that this research beginning regards the behaviors
of the animals in similar was as hereditary as
comparative anatomy the figure of the animals.

Konard Lorenz set less on experiments, but on
exact observation and description of the behavior of
animals in its natural surrounding field. The
fundamentally new beginning, which Lorenz with this
theory in carried into the behavior research, lies in

the acceptance that itself into that variously and
variable appearing complex expirations of behavior
of the animals homogeneously developed basic
modules of the behavior, which let hereditary co-
ordinations or instinct movements identify. (…)
Contrary to at the beginning of the thirties opinion
that animal behavior was purely reactive, stress the
Lorenz the Spontaneität of animal behavior accepted
still to a large extent, particularly the instinct
movement, (Zippelius 1992, P.6) Lorenz saw the
Urvater of the Ethologie in Oskar Heinroth, and in
North America this role of William Morton Wheeler
is attributed.

The specification of all observable behaviors and their
accurate logging in Ethogrammen made the
comparison possible of behaviors between kinds
used differently near. Thus Lorenz-special with duck
and kinds of goose-knew certain behaviors a kind
as modifications of behaviors of another kind
“explains”-completely similarly to the  comparative
anatomy, which can reconstruct their developing in
the process of the master history of these kinds
frequently likewise only from the comparison of
certain physical characteristics  of related kinds. In
the area of the behavior research this proceeding is
the only possibility of reconstructing the evolution
of the behavior since fossil vouchers are missing for
this to a large extent.

Furthermore Lorenz’ meaning lies in its that he, more
clearly than other researchers before him, directed
the view of two genetic characteristics in its scientific
work: on innate trips fro behaviors (“key attractions”
and “innate release mechanisms”,  AAM) as well
as on a development phase provable  with various
animal species, in which an as it were irrevocable
“coinage” is possible.

To the illustration of its fundamental conviction, the
behavior of the animals particularly by internal
instincts and less by outside trips one steer,
developed Konrad Lorenz (against reflex
theoreticians and against behavioristische opinions
opposing) a descriptive and therefore decades long
accepted psychohydraulisches instinct model :

Grey geese belong to the most well known
research objects of Konrad Lorenz
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Instinct energies can spread, accumulate according
to this model-similarly as the water in a water line
network-in certain courses and overcrowded. Today
this theory among behavior researchers is
considered however as outdated and among other
things replaced by soziobiologische, behavior-
ecological and at the computer engineering oriented
models.

Lorenz’ scientific meaning lies however at least just
as in the fact justified that he contributed completely
substantially to it to establish behavior biology (he
called the area until 1949 often also “animal
psychology”) as independent Forschungsgebiet at
the German universities and to move this field
besides in public consciousness. For this above all
its various carried, since 1949 published and also
today still well readable animal stories, in which he
tried-differently than most special book authors
before it- the behavior of the animals from their own
in each case aspect to describe, instead of
describing their behavior of the animals from their
own in each case aspect to describe, instead of
describing their behavior from the point of view of
humans. Its instinct theory of the behavior energized
between 1935 and 1970 besides numerous
scientists to research work, since this theory offered
an explanation model, which one could examine in
empirical studies. Its former pupil lrenäus Eibl
Eibesfeldt became one a researcher in the area of
the Humanethologie, usually-respected world-wide.

Lorenz’  instinct theory from today’ s
perspective :
Many interpretation attempts of behaviors of the
animals, which Konrad Lorenz published, do not
withstand today’s scientific criteria and its instinct
theory no more by behavior researchers than working
hypothesis are used. Already sine center of the
1970er years moved away ever more researcher from
Lorenz’ instinct theory and turned increasingly
behavior-ecological questions it gave hardly offensive
criticism at the Lorenz’ work, one consulted them
simply no longer than working hypothesis; Lorenz
pupil Wolfgang rewinding stand discredited the
instinct theory short hand as “modern Phlogiston”.
Only 1992/93 came it to a considerable public
debate, when the Bonn Verhaltensforscherin

Professor Hanna Maria Zippelius repeated various
classical attitude studies and here to the conclusion
arrived that of a reliable experimental basis of the
results of working of K. Lorenz (and also of Nikolaas
Tinbergen) cannot be spoken. Some results of the
studies of H.M. Zippelius (see below, secondary
literature and link references) put thereby even the
suspicion near that the Lorenz and Tinbergen
published or omitted experimental data selectively,
thus it to their theory “fit”.

To the prevention of the Lorenz also it contributed
that he defended time life the evolution-biological
concept of kind preservation.

Lorenz’ instinct theory of the behavior developed into
the 1930er-Jahren on the  basis relatively less and
besides  at the beginning of rather anekdotisch
interesting animal  observations. – Comparably with
the theories Sigmund Freuds-from the beginning a
broad empirical Unterfütterung was missing.
Therefore the instinct theory became an outstanding
example of producing pseudo explanations within a
science discipline. Like that for example the so-
called over jump movement is a direct consequence
of the Lorenz’ basic assumption, in the conflict
becomes generally accepted in each case the
“stronger” from two instincts in the behavior,
activated at the same time; since however the case
of two is exactly equal strongly activated instincts
conveivable, a kind compromise for this special case
had to be added to the instinct theory- the “over
jumps movement” is thus rather a consequence of
the theory as the result of empirical findings. Those
very few “empirical vouchers” were  then said more
exactly rapidly “discovered”, or: Certain observations
were interpreted accordingly in the light of the
theoretical acceptance.

n Probably the most frequently aforementioned
example are two cocks, which out-fight their
chopping order, and one of them pickt suddenly on
the soil around, as if he would take up fodder. This
Pickverhalten can be interpreted before the
background of the instinct theory as a sign of a
equivalent strong aggression and escape instinct,
which causes Futterpicken as over jump movement.
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It can however for example also and very many more
plausibly-than social signal are interpreted, which
possibly indicates to the rival: look, I feel so strong
that I can take up fodder in this precarious situation
still.

n From the Lorenz with a by hand drawn up star
“discovered” so-called no-load operation action a
consequence of the statement is similar that instinct
energies are constantly produced by the body: Then
however if an outside trip for the associated instinct
movement is missing over longer time intervals, the
theory foreces as it were “in emptiness runs” the
instinct movement-a strange (because absolutely
uneconomic  and therefore   undarwinistische)
consequence of the theory, because even (in the
literal sense in emptiness the running) a Pollution
serves still the disposal of obsolete sperm cellses.

Obsolet became the Lorenz’ instinct theory however
not primarily due to such science-theoretical lack,
but because the modern brain research could not
find any physiological Korrelat to the subordinated
instincts. As its bio graphs emphasize K. Taschwer
and B. Föger, its research methods came “in
addition, from the mode, because they presupposed
observations for many years-in the age publish or
perish or perish a thing of the impossibility.”

Literary work :

Konard Lorenz into the 1950er years far beyond the
borders of its field of activity admits, as it its studies
(among other things at grey geese), packed into
unterhaltsame and anecdote-rich animal stories,
also for scientific laymen, even for children
accessible made. For the 1960er years its
admittingness rose by various engaged popular-
scientific publications- among other things. “The so-
called bad” (1963) and “the eight death sins of
civilzed mankind” (1973)-further on : with the
consequence that he was noticed in the public
increasingly as culture pessimist and a philosopher;

these writings fare coined/shaped by its deep

conviction that also the behavior of humans is very

to a large extent determined by biological,

masterhistorical defaults. Konard Lorenz was

criticized again and again  and violently, because it

directly transferred frequently individual phenomena

from the animal world to human ways of acting and

in analogy to individual phenomena from the animal

realm had set at the same time human

characteristics (“anthropomorphicism”). It was

criticized also that by own experiments does not

untefüttert this numerous humananethologischen

publications were.

Acquaintance Lorenz Pupil :

Well-known Lorenz pupils are the behavior

researcher and Humanethologe Irenäus Eibl

Eibesfeldt, the game biologist Antal Festetics, the

behavior researchers Eberhard Curio, Wolfgang

Schleidt, Otto king and Wolfgang rewinding stand

as well as the bio psychologist Norbert bishop.

Works :

n Konard Lorenz (1935): The Kumpan in the

environment of the bird. In : Journal for

Ornithologie 83(2-3), P. 137-215 and P. 289-413

(reproduction 1965 in: “Over animal and human

behavior” Bd. 1).

n Konard Lorenz (1940) : By Domestikation

caused disturbances of species-characteristic

behavior. In:Magazine for applied psychology

and character customer 59 (1.2), P.2-81.

n Konard Lorenz (1941): Kant’s theory of Apriori

biology present in the light. In : Sheets for

German philosophy 15, P.94-125

n Konard Lorenz (1943): The innate forms of

possible experience. In: Magazine for animal

psychology 5 (2), P.235-409.
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n Konard Lorenzf (1949) : It talked with the cattle,
the birds and the fish. (New edition of 1998 with
dtv. Bd. 20225, ISBN 3-423-20225-4)

n Konard Lorenz (1950): Thus humans came on
the dog (1950;Dtv volume 329)
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Konrad Lorenz

Born : November 7, 1903
Vienna, Austria-Hungary

Died : February 27, 1989(aged 85)
Vienna, Austria

Residence : Austria, Germany
Nationality : Austrian
Field : Ethology
Notable prizes : Kalinga Prize for Science Popularizaiton, 1969

Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine (1973)

onrad Zacharias Lorenz  (November 7, 1903

in Vienna-February 27, 1989 in Vienna) was

an Austrian zoologist, animal psychologist, and

ornithologist. He is often regarded as one of the

founders of modern ethology, developing an approach

that began with an earlier generation, including his

teacher Oskar Heinroth. Lorenz studied instinctive

behavior in animals, especially in greylag geese and

jackdaws. Working with geese, he rediscovered the

principle of imprinting (originally described by

Douglas Spalding in the 19th century) in the behavior

of nidifugous birds.

At the request of this father, Adolf, Lorenz began a

premedical curriculum in 1922 at Columbia

University, but he returned to Vienna in 1923 to

continue his studies at the University of Vienna until

1928. At this university he became an assistant

professor from 1928 to 1935. In 1940 he became a

professor of psychology at the Immanuel Kant

University in Königsberg (later the Soviet port of

Kaliningrad). He was drafted into the Wehrmacht in

1941. He sought to be a motorcycle mechanic, but

instead he was assigned as a medic. He was a

prisoner of war in the Soviet Union from 1944 to
1948. The Max Planck Society established the

In 1958, Lorenz transferred to the Max Planck
Institute for Behavioral Physciology in Seewiesen.
He shared the 1973 Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine “for discoveries in individual and social
behavior patterns” with two other important  early
ethologists, Niko Tinbergen and Karl von Frisch. In
1969, he became the first recipient of the Prix
mondial Cino Del Duca.

K

Lorenz being followed by his imprinted geese

Lorenz Institute for Behavioral Physiology in Buldern
Germany, in 1950.
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Lorenz retired from the Max Planck Institute in 1973

but continued to research and publish from Altenberg

(his family home, near Vienna) and Grünau im

Almtal in Austria.

Konard Lorenz died on February 27, 1989, in

Altenberg.

Lorenz was also a friend and student of renowned

biologist Sir Julian Sorell Huxley (grandson of

“Darwin’s bulldog.” Thomas Henry Huxley).

Politics:

Lorenz joined the Nazi Party in 1938 and accepted

a university chair under the Nazi regime. In his

application for membership to the Nazi-party NSDAP

he wrote in 1938: “I’m able to say that my whole

scientific work had been contaminated by Nazi

sympathies: his published writing during the Nazi

period included support for Nazi ideas of “racial

hygiene” couched in pseudoscientific metaphors.

When accepting the Nobel Prize, he apologized for

a 1940 publication that  included Nazi views of

science, saying that “many highly decent scientists

hoped, like I did, for a short time for good from

National Socializm, and many quickly turned away

from it with the same horror as I”. It seems highly

likely that Lorenz’ ideas about an inherited basis

for behavior patterns were congenial to the Nazi

authorities, but there is no evidence to suggest that

his experimental work was either inspired or

distorted by Nazi ideas.

During the final years of his life Lorenz supported

the fledgling Austrian Green Party and in 1984

became the figurehead of the Konard Lorenz

Volksbegehren, a grass-roots movement that was

formed to prevent the building of a power plant at

the Danube near Hainburg an der Donau and thus

the destruction of the yet untouched woodland

surrounding the planned site.

Contributions and legacy :

Together with Nikolaas Tinbergen, Lorenz developed

the idea of an innate releasing mechanism to explain

instinctive behaviors (fixed action patterns).

Influenced by the ideas of William McDougall, Lorenz

developed this into a “psychohydraulic” model of the

motivation of behavior. These ideas were influential

as ethology became more popular in the 1960s, but

they are now regarded as outdated as are his writings

on evolution, because he tended towards group

selectionist ideas which have been heavily

reinterpreted since the rise of sociobiology in the

1970s. Lorenz’s most enduring contributions thus

seem to be his empirical work, especially on

imprinting; his  empirical work, especially on

imprinting; his influence on a younger generation of

ethologists; and his popular works, which were

enormously important in bringing ethology to the

attention of the general public.

There are three Konrad Lorenz Institutes in Austria;

one is housed in his family mansion at Altenberg

[1] (htt[://www.kli.ac.at/), and another at his field

station in Grünau.

Lorenz, like other ethologists, performed research

largely by observation, or where experiments were

conducted they were conducted in a natural setting.

Occassionally there were long-term problems from

his research, for example where geese imprinted

on baby buggies as goslings were later released

into Vienna’s parks, some later had an unforeseen

propensity for attempting to mate with similar

objects. Nevertheles, animal welfare advocates like

to point out that Lorenz won a Nobel Prize without

ever using invasive techniques. Lorenz also predicted

the relationship between market economics and the

threat of ecological catastrophe.
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Lorenz’ s vision of the challenges
facing humanity:

Konrad Lorenz is probably best known for his 1973

bok, Civilized Man’s Eight Deadly Sins, in which he

addresses the following paradox: All the advantages

that man has gained from his ever-deepening

understanding of the natural world that surrounds

him, his technological, chemical and medical

progress, all of which should seem to alleviate

human suffering…tends instead to favor humanity’s

destruction (Gli otto peccati capitali della nostra

civiltà-Civilized Man’s Eight Deadly Sins, Adelphi

edizioni, Milano, 1974, p.26; the citation is translated

from the Italian version of the book). Lorenz adopts

an ecological model to attempt to grasp the

mechanisms behind this contradiction. Thus all

species…are adapted to their environment

…including not only inorganic components…but all

the other living beings that inhabit the locality (otto

peccati, p.31)Fundamental to Lorenz’ theory of

ecology is the function of feedback mechanisms,

especially negative feedback mechanisms which,

in hierarchical fashion, dampen impulses that occur

beneath a certain threshold. The thresholds

themselves are the product of the interaction of

contrasting mechanisms. Thus pain and pleasure

act as checks on each other: To gain a desired prey,

a dog or wolf will do things  that,  in other contexts,

they would shy away from: run through thorn bushes,

jump into cold water and expose themselves to risks

which would normally frighten them. All these

inhibitory mechanisms …act as a counterweight to

the effects of learning mechanisms…The organism

cannot allow itself to pay a price which ‘is not worth

the candle’ (otto peccati, p.53). In nature, these

mechanisms tend toward a ‘stable state’ among the

living beings of an ecology: A closer examination

shows that these beings…not only do not damage

each other, but often constitute a community of

interests. It is obvious that the predator is strongly

interested in the survival of that species, animal or

vegetable, which constitutes its prey. …It is not

uncommon that the prey species derives specific

benefits from its interaction with the predator

species… (otto peccati, p.31 and 33).

Lorenz asserts that humanity is the one species

not bound by these mechanisms, being the one

species which has defined its own environment: [The

pace of human ecology ] is determined by the

progress of man’s technology (otto peccati, p.35).

Not only, but human ecology (economics) is

governed by mechanisms of POSITIVE feedback,

defined as a mechanism which tends to encourage

behavior rather than to attenuate it (otto

peccati,p.43). Postive feedback always involves the

danger of an ‘avalanche’ effect…One particular kind

of positive feedback occurs when individuals OF

THE SAME SPECIES enter into competition among

themselves…[F] or many animal species,

environmental factors keep…intraspecies selection

from [leading to] disaster… But there is no force

which exercises this type of healthy regulatory effect

on humanity’s cultural development; unfortunately

for itself, humanity has learned to overcome all those

environmental forces which are external to itself (otto

peccati,p.44)

Lorenz does not see human independence from

natural ecological processes as necessarily bad.

Indeed, he states that a completely new [ecology]

which corresponds in every way to [humanity’s

desires…could, theoretically, prove as durable as

that which would have existed without his

intervention (otto peccati, p.36). However, the

principle of competition, typical of Western

societies, destroys any chance of this: The

competition between human beings destroys with

cold and diabolic brutality…Under the pressure of

this competitive fury we have not only forgotten what

is useful to humanity as a whole, but even that which
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is good and advantageous to the individual…One

asks, which is more damaging to modern humanity:
the thirst for money or consuming haste…in either
case, fear plays a very important role: the fear of
being overtaken by one’s competitors, the fear of
becoming poor, the fear of making wrong decisions
or the fear of not being up to snuff..(otto peccati,
pp.45-47).

In this book, Lorenz proposes that the best hope for
mankind lies in our looking for mates based on the
kindness of their hearts rather than good looks or
wealth. He illustrates this with a Jewish story,
explicitly described as such. Clearly, when he wrote
this  Lorenz was as far removed from National
Socialist ideology as any one can possibly be.

His contribution to philosophy:

In his 1973 book Behind the Mirror, Lorenz considers
the old philosophical question of whether our senses
correctly inform us about the world as its is, or
provide us only with an illusion. His answer comes
from evolutionary biology. Only traits that help us
survive and reproduce are transmitted. If our senses
gave us wrong information about our environment,
we would soon be extinct. Therefore we can be sure
that our senses give us correct information, for
otherwise we would not be here to be deceived.

Bekoff on Lorenz:

“I remember metting Lorenz at an ethological
conference in Parma, Italy, and his passion and
enthusiasm were incredibly contagious. For hours,
he told stories of the animals with whom he had
shared his life and never once repeated himself. He
clearly loved what he did and loved his animal

friends.” Mare Bekoff, Animal Passions and Beastly
Virtues” (2006), ISBN 1-59213-347-9

Works :

Lorenz’s best-known books are King Solomon’s Ring
and On Aggression, both written for a popular
audience. His scientific work appeared mainly in
journal articles, written in German; they became
widely known to English-speaking scientists through
the descriptions of it in Tinbergen’s 1951 book The
Study of Instinct, through many of his papers were
later published in English translation in the two
volumes titled Studies in Animal and Human
Behavior.

n King Solomon’s Ring (1952)

n Man Meets Dog (1954)

n Evolution and Modification of Behavior (1965)

n On Aggression (1966)

n Studies in Animal and Human Behavior,
Volume I (1970)

n Studies in Animal and Human Behavior,
Volume II (1971)

n Behind the Mirror (1973)

n Civilized Man’s Eight Deadly Sins (1974)

n The Year of the Greylag Goose (1979)

n The Foundations of Ethology (1982)

n The Natural Science of the Human Species:
An Introduction to Comparative Behavioral
Research- The Russian Manuscript (1944-1948)
(1995)

q
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Konrad Lorenz
Timetable (Modified, after Festetics 1983)

1903 : Konard Zacharias Lorenz (KL) was born
in Altenberg / Austria on Nov. 7 as the
last  of three children of Emma Lorenz
and Dr. Adolf Lorenz, professor for
orthopedics at the Medical branch of the
University of Vienna. In the same year
the representative and spacious
Altenberg family home was finished.

1904 : Iwan Petrowitsch Pawlow is awarded the
Nobel Price for his research on the
conditioned reflex and the development
of the reflex theory of behaviour. Thirty
years later, KL and Erich von Holst will
refute this theory.

In these years Sigmund Freud publishes
some of his most important ideas, for
example 1905: “Drei Abhandlungen über
Sexualthorie”. KL never explicitly relates
to Freud, however, their theories of
instincts were relatively similar.

1907 : KL starts keeping animals, such as
spotted newts in aquaria, raises some
ducklings and is not pleased by his first
experiences with a dachshound.

Niko Tinbergen, his lifelong colleague
and friend, is born on April 15 in Den
Haag, The Netherlands.

1909 : KL enters elementary school and
engages in systematic studies in
crustaceans.

1910 : Oskar Heinroth, biologist and founder of
“Vergleichende Verhaltensforschung”
(comparative ethology) from Berlin and

father-like scientific mentor of the young
KL publishes his classical paper on the
ethology of ducks.

1915 : KL enters high school
(Schottengymnasium Wien), keeps and
breeds songbirds.

1918 : Wallace Craig publishes the comparative
ethology of Columbidae (pigeons), a
classics of late US biologist Charles O.
Whitman, who was like O. Heinroth, a
founding father of comparative ethology.

1921 : KL excels in his final exams. Together
with friend Bernhard Hellmann, he
observes and experiments with
aggression in a cichlid (Herichthys
cyanoguttatum). This was the base for
KL’s psychohydraulic model of
motivation.

1922 : Father Adolf sends KL to New York to
take 2 semesters of medicine courses
at the Columbia-University, but mainly
to interrupt the relationship of KL with
long-term girl friend   Gretl Gebhart, his
later wife. This paternal attempt to
influence the mate choice of KL failed.
Also, more time than with his official
topic, KL spent at the coast stydying
marine organisms. KL met the eminent
US biologist Thomas Hunt Morgan.

1924 : KL starts a 10-years successful carrer
as a motor cycle racer. Father Adolf
Lorenz retires from the University of
Vienna at the age of 70.
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1926 : KL raises the jackdaw “Tschok” and

generates his theories on imprinting.

1927 : KL and Gretl Gebhardt, both students
of medicine, marry June 24.

1928 : Son Thomas is born 31st of October in
Vienna. KL finishes his PhD and
accepts an assistant professorship at
the II. Anatomical Institute of the
University of Vienna (head:Ferdinand
Hochstetter). KL studies zoology, cross-
breeds a German sheperd with a Chow
chow, resulting in a behaviourally most
fascinating dog (“Stasi”). In the 1960ies
a new bread of dogs was generated on
this base, the “Eurasier”).

1930 : KL breaks his lower jaws in a motor
cycle accident and wears his
characteristic beard on his chin ever
since.

1931 : Meets Oskar Heinroth for the first time
and initiates a 10 year long intense
correspondence, mainly on bird
behaviour. These letters were later
published by Otto Koenig (1988), see
below).

1932 : Observing a captive starling, KL
discusses the possibility that behaviour
may occur spontaneously; and
elaborates on his hotly debated
psychohydraulic model of motivation.

The German ornithological Society
convenes its annual meeting in Viena.
Participants, among them the King of
Romania, visit the “Ornithologische
Versuchsanstalt” of KL in Altenberg.
Father Adolf is amused about all this
fuzz because of a few birds.

Gretl Lorenz finishes  her PhD in
medicine.

1933 : KL finishes his zoological PhD on the
topic of bird flight.

1934 : KL meets Julian Huxley at an
Ornithological Conference in Oxford.

1935 : Ferdinand Hochstetter retires and KL
terminates his assistant professorship
at the University of Vienna medical
faculty. He associates with the
University of Vienna psychologist Karl
Bühler and is soon thereafter struck by
the general ignorance of animal behavior,
even by eminent experimental
psychologists. Young KL is
overwhelmed by the huge mission he
suddenly feels responsible for: to
produce a unified, evolutionary theory of
animal and human psychology.

1936 : Greylag goose “Martina” is hand-raised
by KL. This is the start of a lifelong
scientific and emotional bond with
Greylags. Meets Niko Tinbergen at a
symposium at Leiden University. Iwan
Pawlow dies Feb. 27 in Leningrad.

1937 : KL meet Erich von Holst in Berlin on
Feb. 12, which was the start of a lifelong
cooperation (von Holst died in 1962),
mainly because both realized that they
independently found the “spontaneity” (in
contrast to the dependence on external
stimuli according to the Pawlowian
theory) of behaviour. This may be
considered as the key event in getting
the discipline of Ethology off ground.

In early summer, Tinbergen and KL
experiment with the “Instinkt-Dressur-
Verschränkung” and investigate the
features of fixed action patterns (a term
coined later, one of the core concepts
of classical ethology) at the example of
egg-retrieval (“Eirollbewegung”) in
Greylag geese.

Together with Otto Koehler, KL becomes
editor of the “Zeitschift für
Tierpsychology” (now:”Ethology”). First
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translation of KL papers are published
in the US, he writes two major papers
on instinct and becomes “Privatdozent”
for Antomy and Animal Psychology at
the University of Vienna.

1938 :  The Nazis occupy Austria. In harmony
with the majority of Austrians, KL at first
sympathizes with the regime (he even
became NSDAP member), mainly
because of the modernistic, science-
oriented façade of the new regime, which
also included to seriously go about
eugenics. Still, he always opposed
racism. Possibly, KL hoped that the new
government would grant him a Kaiser-
Wilhelm Research Institute (the
forerunner of German Max Planck
Institutes) in Altenberg.

1940 : Mentored by Erich von Holst and Eduard
Baumgarten, KL becomes full professor
for Psychology at the University of
Königsberg (eastern Prusssia, the
former chair of Immanuel kant). KL
describes the “Kindchenschema”, his
PhD student Alfred Seitz works out the
“Reizsummenregel”.

1941 : Daughter Dagmar is born in Vienna on
Jan. 11. The family moves to Königsberg
in June. At the 10th of October, KL is
drafted into the German army. A major
publication of KL on Kant appears.

1942 : KL works as a psychiatrist in a military
hospital in Posen. He continues the
scientific  discourse, for example with
Max Planck. He once more refutes the
teleological thinking of vitalist Bierens
de Haan on Instincts and their
modifications by experience.

1944 : Solider in Russia, soon becomes
prisoner of war at Witebsk/Russia.

1945 : KL is transported to a prison camp in at
Erwian/Armenia where he is kept till
1948 . Oskar Heinroth dies in Berlin on
May 31st. At home, KL is officially
declared dead. KL cares for fellow
prisoners and produces a manuscript on
ethology in general and on the
foundations of human ethology in
particular on scrap paper.

1946 : Feb. 16: Father Adolf Lorenz dies at the
age of 92 in Altenberg.

1948 : Feb. 18: KL returns to Altenberg
together with his hand-raised Armenian
starling “Friederich” and with the
“Russian manuscript” in his backpack.
This manuscript remained at first
unpublished, was lost in the 1960ies and
was found in the attic of the Altenberg
home of KL after his death. Published
by daughter Agnes von Cranach in 1992
(see below).

1949 : KL is in waiting position. He initiates a
privatly funded research station for
comparative ethology in Altenberg,
under the “Protectorat” of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences. Sir Peter Scott
tries to attract KL as a research scientist
to Slimbridge, southern England.
Inresponse, the German Max Planck
Society pays KL to stay in Altenberg.

His family persuades KL to use his
talents for earning money. KL writes and
publishes two popular books, which
remain best-sellers till today, one
featuring autobiographic animal stories
(“Er redete mit dem Vieh, den Vögeln
und den Fischen”; “King Solomons ring”)
and another one  on dogs (“So kam der
Mensch auf den Hund”; “Man meets
dog”).
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1950 : May 5th, the first ethologists meeting after
the war is convened  in Wilhelmshaven/
Germay.

The Max Planck Society establishes the
first KL institute for behavioural
physiology in Buldern, northern
Germany, where KL moves Oct. 25
together with major collaborators from
Vienna, such as Irenäus Eibl-Eibesfeldt,
Wolfgang Schleidt and Heinz Prechtl.

KL becomes honorary member of the
British Association for the Study of
Animal Behaviour (ASAB).

1951 : KL is elected honorary member of the
German Ornithological Union as well as
of the American Ornithologists Union.
This is the beginning of a very long
series of awards, medals, honorary
memberships and honorary degrees
worldwide.

1952 : Niko Tinbergen publishes his
“Instinktlehre” (“Theory of  Instincts”)

1954 : Meeting on “instinct” in Paris. KL meets
his scientific opponent, US psychologist
Daniel Lehraman. The conflict between
nature-orientated, European ethologists,
notably KL, and nuture-orientated US
experimental psychologists, notably
Daniel Lehrman, results in productive
discussions and fuels productive
research for decades.

The Max Planck Society decides to build
a new institute for KL and Erich von
Holst in Southern Germany.

1958 : Sept. 16 : Otto Hahn, who was awarded
to Nobel Prize and president of the Max
Planck Society opens the new MPI for
Behavioural Physiology for Lorenz and
von Holst in Seewiesen near Starnberg.

1960 : For the first time in his life, KL SCUBA-
dives coral reefs in Florida. This supports

his ideas on the functions of poster
colouration.

1962 : Erich von Holst, his long-term congenial
colleague and mentor, dies on May 26.

1963 : KL publishes his hotly debated and
best-selling book “Das sogenannte
Böse” (“On Aggression”), which
basically features the
“Triebstauhypothese” (the
“Psychohydraulic Model  of Motivation”).
This  sparked a wave of psychological
and biological research on aggression.

1970 : His older brother Albert dies.

1971 : KL publishes “Die 8  Todsünden der
zivilisierten Menschheit”  (Civilised
man’s eight deadly sins”), a discussion
of human social problems from an
evolutionary perspective, as KL
understood it. Even though it was quite
clear at that time that the unit of slection
is basically the individual and behaviour
is not shaped to further the “survival of
the species”, KL seemed to remain a
convinced group selectionist.

1973 : KL retires from his directorships at the
MPI in Seewiesen and returns to Austria.
He establishes a flock of 100 greylag
geese in the Uper Austrian Almtal, near
Grunau, at the Konrad Lorenz Research
Station. KL becomes head of the
Behavioural Biology section of the
Austrian Academy of Scineces.

KL publishes the basics of his
evolutionary epistemology in his book
“Die Rückseite des Spiegels”  (“Behind
the Mirror”).

Dec.10 : KL together with Niko Tinbergen and Karl
von Frisch is awarded the Nobel Price
for Physiology and Medicine for their
efforts in Ethology, notably for
developing a unified, evolutionary theory
of animal and human behaviour.
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1974 : KL starts planning and building his huge,
34 000 I reef tank in Altenberg. Old KL
basically spent his winters writing and
observing fish in Altenberg, his
summers observing geese in Grünau.
His fish observations remained largely
unpublished. The centerpiece of the
observations of KL on Moorish idol in
his big reef tank was only published
years after his death (Evolution and
Cognition, 4: 108-135, 1998, see
literature).

1978 : KL publishes his textbook
“Vergleichende Verhaltensforschung”
(“Comparative Behavioural Biology”) and
dedicated it to Niko Tinbergen.

1979 : KL reluctantly accepted his role as a
spearhead environmentalist. He always
tried to stay off politics, but took
responsibility for basic environmental
issues.

1981 : The Konrad Lorenz Institute of the
Austrian Academy of Sciences, with
branches in Altenberg and Grünau was
established.

1982 : June 12: Karl von Frisch dies  at the age
of 95.

1986 : His wife, Dr. Margarethe Lorenz dies Jan.
16. She was his lifelong best friend, his
manager and even his main partner for
proof-reading and critically discussing
his manuscripts. She also earned a
living for her family before 1940, when
KL was unemployed and concentrated
on behavioural research.

1988 : His last book, the monography on
Greylag geese behaviour (“Hier bin ich-
wo bist du?”) is published. Despite all
efforts, KL is unable to finish his last
project, a monography on the behaviour
of perciform fishes.

1989 : Feb. 27: At the age of 86, KL dies at
his home in Altenberg.

1990 : Three Konrad Lorenz Institutes in
Austria continue with empirical and
theoretical research in behavioural
biology.

The “Konrad Lorenz Institute für
vergleichende Verhaltensforschung at
the Wilheminenber”. Savoyenstr. 1a, A-
1160 Wien

The  semi-private “Konard Lorenz Institut
für Evolutions-und Kognitionsforschung”.
A Lorenz-Gasse A-3422 Altenberg)

The semi-private “Konrad Lorenz
Foreschungsstelle für Ethologie” in A-
4645 Grünau 11, which is associated
with the Ethology Department of the
Zoology Institute of the University of
Vienna.

Achievements
It would be impossible to highlight completely even
the more important achievements of Konrad Lorenz
(KL). The selections of topics below is therefore a
subjective sampler. You are invited to read the
biographies on KL (see below) and also to enjoy
his original writings.

KL responded to simplistic, speculative and vitalistic
ideas on behaviour at the beginning of this century.
As C.O. Whitman and O. Heinroth before him, KL
found that stereotyped  behavioural elements
(“Erbkoordinationen”, “Fixed Action Patterns”) make
up for the behavioural flow in animals and humans.
These elements are generated by motor neurons in
the spinal cord. Fixed action patterns vary less within
than between species and are highly heritable.
These elements of behaviour may, therefore, be
used for taxonomic classification the same way as
anatomical characters in classical taxonomy. This
is widely accepted today, but was revolutionary in
the 1930ies. Together with Niko Tinbergen, he
elaborated on the fixed components and taxis
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elements of fixed action pattern, the egg retrieval
behariour in Greylag geese (1938, see below).

In response to Iwan Pawlow’s “reflex chain theory”,
KL together with Erich von Holst pointed out that
animals (including humans) are not  only behaving
in response to external stimuli, but are
“spontaneously” active, meaning they respond to
internal stimuli, which in sum are called “movivation”.

KL advocated his “psychohydraulic” model of
motivation. He held, that every fixed action pattern
has its own, independent drive system. If a certain
action pattern would not be used for a while, it’s
“action specific energy” would build up. Thus, the
intensity of a behavioural response would depend
on both the strength of an external stimulus and the
amount of the accumulated “action-specific energy”.

KL described “social imprinting”, notably in Greylag
goose hatchlings and he conducted some
experiments on the stimuli involved. This work was
systematically followed up by others, notably
Ekkehart Hess and Patrick bateson.

His broad and systematic knowledge of animal
behaviour and his contact with the ideas of Immanuel
Kant also allowed KL to provide the theoretical
foundations for human ethology. In Particular, he
made clear, that the human brain and thus, our
cognitive abilities, must have been selected for their
survival value. Even though KL was group selectionist
and therefore, advocated ideas on the mechanism
of evolution with which most of us would not agree
today, he provided the base for the discipline of
“evolutionary epistomology” (“Evolutionäre
Erkenntnistheorie”), linking biology with philosophy.
In the context of his lifelong-held idea (not to call it
a preoccupation) on the “self-domestication of man”
KL advocated eugenics (his 1940 paper), as most
biologist worldwide did at that time. He publicly
regretted this mistake after the war.

With increasing age, KL more and more turned
towards the mechanism of social organization. He
abserved social behaviour in those animals, he earlier

preferred for establishing the general principles of
individual  behaviour,  geese and perciform fishes.
In contrast to his early work, hardly any of these
results were  published (but see Lorenz et al. 1998).

With age, KL increasingly commented on those
developments in human societies, he was deeply
concerned about. This made him a guru (who was
not always happy with his role) for generations of
“culture pessimists” and widely popularized group
selectionistic ideas. The responsible engagement
of old KL for the environment is still gratefully
remembered in Austria.

Not all of  KL  concepts remained generally valid.
For instance, it is clear today, that the
“psychohydraulic model of motivation” may apply
to special cases, but not to the motivation of
behaviour in general. Even though many of  the ideas
of KL could not be upheld in their original form, they
sparked waves of productive research. This applies
to the nature-nuture debate in the 1940ie and
1950ies, this is true for the motivation of aggression,
for the function of poster colurs in reef fishes, or for
the mechanism of learning by imprinting, to mention
only a few of these areas KL started or at  least
significantly affected.

KL was not only an eminent scientist, he was one
of the greatest communicators of science ever,
particularly of his discipline of Ethology. He made
behavioural biology a real science and made clear,
that animal psychology and human psychology are
indeed inseparably the same discipline. He
popularized behavioural biology worldwide,
particularly in German-speaking countries.
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Konrad Zacharias Lorenz, along with KARL
VON FRISCH and NIKO TINBERGEN, established
the new zoological field of ethology, the comparative
study of animal behavior in the wild. For this
pioneering work, they shared the Nobel Prize in
physiology or medicine in 1973.

Lorenz was born to Adolf Lorenz, an orthopedic
surgeon, and Emma (Lecher) Lorenz, also a
physician, on November 7, 1903, in Vienna, Austria.
He grew up in Vienna and at his family’s large
country home in Altenbarg, where he kept pets
ranging from salamanders to monkeys. At age 10,
after reading about CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN’s
theory of evolution, he thought he wanted to study
animal descent  further by becoming a
paleontologist. However, he was at least equally
fascinated by the behavior of the living animals he
raised, especially geese, ducks, and other
waterbirds. “What I did for fun as a child, I now do
as research,” he wrote later.

Lorenz wanted to study zoology, but his father
insisted that he train for medicine and sent him to
Columbia University Medical School in New York in

Konrad Lorenz
A Biographical Sketch

Austrian Zoologist, Ethologist

1922. Lorenz stayed there two years, then returned
to Austria. At first, he studied medicine at the
University of Vienna, earning his degree in 1928,
but one of his teachers interested him in comparative
anatomy, which let him reconnect with zoology. A
year before his graduation, he married Margarethe
Gebhardt, a fellow physician, and they later had two
daughters and a son. Remaining at the university
as an assistant in its Anatomical Institute after
obtaining his medical degree, Lorenz began studying
zoology formally, and he earned a Ph.D in the subject
in 1933.

While studying comparative anatomy, Lorenz wrote
later, he relized that the comparative method could
be applied to behaviour as well as to body structure.
He also read the leasing books on animal
psychology, most of which focused on experiments
done in laboratories, and concluded that “none of
these people knew animals.” He therefore decided
that a new branch of science dealing with animal
behavior in natural surrounding needed to be founded
and that this task “was my responsibility.” In 1936,
he mer Tinbergen, who proved to share his
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views, and most of the basic concepts of ethology
grew out of their discussions.

By that time, Lorenz had already made one major

discovery about animal behavior. It stemmed from

the observation, which he had first made as a child,

that a newborn duckling would follow the first large,

moving, quacking thing it saw-even if that thing was

a human like himself-and  apparently remain

convinced for the rest of its  life  that this creature

was its mother. Lorenz first wrote about this

behaviour, which he called imprinting, in 1935.When

he studied it systematically during the late 1930s

in a colony of greylag geese, he found that goslings

possessed the ability to imprint only during a short

period soon after birth. He showed that imprinting

occurred in many species of birds and concluded

that this behavior was instinctive, or genetically

programmed, rather than learned.

Indeed, Lorenz, like his fellow ethologists, believed

that most behaviors were genetic, products of

evolution that had developed over many  generations

in response to environmental pressures. This view

caused controversy because behaviorism, the most

popular theory of animal Psychology  at the time,

held  that most, if not all, behaviors were learned-

conditioned, or programmed, by stimuli in an

individual animal’s environment. (Later scientists

would conclude that many behaviors have both

instinctive and learned components.)

Perhaps Lorenz’s chief specific contribution to

ethological theory, which he developed in the late

1930s, was the proposal that, although the urge to

carry out many behaviors is inborn, elements of the

nervous system keep the behaviors from occurring

until appropriate environmental stimuli trigger or

“release” them. He believe that if an animal does

not encounter appropriate stimuli for a behavior, a

desire to carry out the behavior will build up, like

water behind a dam, until eventually the behavior is

released even by inappropriate stimuli. Thus, for

instance, if goslings are kept away from the

appropriate stimulus for imprinting – their mother-

during a crucial early stage in their lives, they will

imprint on any other stimulus object that has certain

basic characteristics.

Beginning in 1937, Lorenz taught comparative

anatomy and animal psychology at the University

of Vienna, meanwhile carrying on his research. He

became head of the psychology department at

Albertus University in Königsburg, Germany, in 1940.

A year later, he was drafted into the German medical

corps. The Russians captured him in June 1944,

and he remained a prisoner of war, working in

hospitals in Soviet Armenia, until February 1948,

when he was allowed to return to Austria.

Lorenz initially went back to his animal studies at

Altenberg, where the Austrian Academy of Sciences

established a small research station for him that it

called the Institute of Comparative Ethology. In 1951,

Germany’s Max Planck Institute offered him a large

research station in West German town of Buldern.

During his stay there, he began to concentrate on

aggressive behavior in animals and humans. He

moved in 1955 to Seeweisen, Bavaria, where the

Max Planck Institute established the Institute for

Behavioral Physciology for him and two other

zoologists. After the other two died, Lorenz became

sole director of the institute in 1961. He kept this

position until he retired in 1973 and returned to the

Institute of Comparative Ethology at Altenberg,

where he founded and directed an animal sociology

department.

During the postwar phase of his career, Lorenz did

more writing and lecturing than research. His works

included several books for the general public as well

as scientific books and papers. One of the most

popular was King Solomon’s Ring (first published

in English in 1952), originally intended as a children’s
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book, in which he described how he became
interested in animals and some of his experiences

with them. Praised for its charm and humor, it also
introduced basic ideas of ethology to the general

public.

A more controversial book was On Aggression (first

English edition 1966), in which Lorenz claimed that
human aggression is an inborn behavior. He thought

that such aggression had become especially
destructive because humans had learned how to
use artificial weapons before they developed the

instincitive inhibitions against killing their own kind
that powerful animals such as wolves had evolved.

Many of his later books, such as Civilized Man’s
Eight Deadly Sins (1974), dealt primarily with human

behavior and ethical issues such as destruction of
the environment.

Lorenz’ s human-oriented books, especially On
Aggression, aroused even more wide spread debate

than his earlier ones because many anthropologists
and behavioral psychologists questioned the validity
of comparing animal and human behavior. Even

those who accepted such comparisons sometimes
disagreed with the specific conclusions Lorenz

reached. For instance, some critics felt that by

calling aggression instinctive, Lorenz was defending
war. Lorenz was also criticized for having written a
paper in 1940 that seemed to support the Nazi
ideology, although he later said he regretted this
work.

In spite of these disputes, Lorenz won many awards
for his research. In addition to the Nobel Prize, he
was given, for example, the City of Vienna Prize
(1970). Lorenz died on February 27, 1989.
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